INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

With the recent discovery of new classes of functional RNA sequences, there is an increased need for tools to predict and analyze RNA structure and function ([@B1]). Often a first step in understanding the mechanism of action of an RNA is the determination of secondary structure, i.e. the set of canonical base pairs in the structure. When a large number of homologous sequences are available, comparative analysis, where the structure common to all sequences is determined, is an accurate method for predicting structure ([@B2],[@B3]). Alternatively, with only one available sequence, the structure can be predicted either by free energy minimization using the set of stabilities fit to experiments ([@B4]--[@B6]) or with probabilistic methods using the set of sequences with known structure ([@B7]--[@B9]). For cases where there is a small set of sequences, but too few for comparative analysis, a set of algorithms have been developed to predict a secondary structure by combining comparative analysis with either free energy minimization ([@B10]--[@B12]) or probabilistic analysis ([@B13],[@B14]).

The first widely used programs for predicting secondary structures by free energy minimization found the lowest free energy structure ([@B15]), a single best guess for the structure and a set of low free energy structures to serve as alternative hypotheses for the structure ([@B16],[@B17]). It was then shown that all structures within a small free energy increment above the lowest free energy structure could be generated ([@B18]). The number of low free energy structures increases exponentially with both the length of the sequence and with the free energy increment, making it infeasible to study the folding ensemble by generating low free energy structures. Subsequently, Ding and Lawrence presented a method ([@B19]) for stochastic sampling from the ensemble, where the probability of sampling a structure is the probability of finding that structure in the Boltzmann ensemble. Using stochastic sampling, a relatively small number of sampled structures could be used to generate an understanding of the ensemble folding behavior.

A useful method for understanding the folding space of RNA molecules is to organize the structures into distinct classes and to compute representatives for the set of most likely classes. This methodology is powerful because of the following reason. Even though the complete folding ensemble is large, ∼1.8^*N*^ structures for an RNA sequence of length *N* ([@B20]), a relatively small selection of the most likely distinct classes represents the statistics of features commonly found in the ensemble and provide useful alternate hypotheses for the secondary structure class. The classes of secondary structures may be defined *a priori*, an approach that is typified by RNAshapes ([@B21]--[@B23]), or they may be determined *a posteriori* by clustering predicted structures, an approach exemplified by the stochastic sampling method developed by Ding and Lawrence ([@B19]).

The performance of methods in the either of these categories can potentially be improved by utilizing multiple homologous sequences for the determination of the structure classes. Within the RNAshapes framework, this is accomplished by RNAcast ([@B22],[@B23]), which computes the abstract shapes ([@B21]) of multiple RNA sequences within a specified energy threshold of the minimum free energy for each sequence and then finds the optimal consensus shape that is common to all the sequences. The structures for each sequence are predicted as the representative structure, referred to as 'shrep', of the consensus shape for each sequence. For the stochastic sampling methodology, on the other hand, extensions of the technique to multiple sequences have received limited attention. Although a heuristic iterative sampling methodology has been proposed in RNA Sampler ([@B24]), a true stochastic sampling framework has not been previously developed due to the difficulty in computing the corresponding partition function for the multiple homolog scenario.

In this article, a novel method for stochastic sampling of the space of the structural alignments of two homologous RNA sequences for the purpose of predicting common secondary structures and alignment for the two sequences is described and benchmarked. The structural alignment space is the joint space of common secondary structures and sequence alignments of the RNA sequences and the method is therefore called 'joint sampling'. This work is enabled by and uses the previously reported PARTS algorithm ([@B25]), which developed a formal mathematical characterization of the structural alignment space of two sequences ([@B25],[@B26]) and provided an algorithm for calculating the partition function over this space of structural alignments. Because stochastic sampling is accomplished here from a rigorous partition function, common structures and alignments are sampled according to their probability of occurring in the ensemble of structural alignments. The joint sampling method described here provides more accurate structure prediction compared with both single sequence sampling ([@B27]) and with multiple sequence methods, RNAcast ([@B23]) and RNA Sampler ([@B24]). Joint sampling also offers advantages for the alignment of sequences. The alignments obtained via joint sampling can be grouped into clusters and centroids of these clusters can provide estimates of the alignment. This methodology has the advantage that it accounts for the conserved secondary structure in estimating the sequence alignment as compared with alternatives based on sequence data alone. Results obtained with the proposed method support this hypothesis. Alignment cluster centroids provide a more accurate estimate of the alignment than a sequence alignment hidden Markov model.

The joint sampling algorithm is presented in the Methods section. The performance of the joint sampling is compared with other methods in terms of structure and alignment prediction accuracy in the Results section. Finally, a discussion of the advantages of joint sampling over single sequence sampling and the limitations of joint sampling is presented in the Discussion section.

METHODS {#SEC2}
=======

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the steps for prediction of common secondary structures and alignment of two RNA sequences utilizing the joint sampling of the structural alignment space. First, a sample of structural alignments of the sequences is obtained via the joint sampling method. The set of structures and alignments in the sample of structural alignments are then clustered individually. The common structures and the alignment of the two sequences are predicted as the centroids of the corresponding clusters identified in the clustering process. This section describes the joint sampling method and the method employed for clustering of structures and alignments. Figure 1.Block diagram showing processing steps of samples of structures and alignments obtained from the joint sampling of structural alignment space.

A structural alignment 𝒮 of two RNA sequences **x**~1~ and **x**~2~ of lengths *N*~1~ and *N*~2~ refers to a joint representation of common secondary structures and the alignment of the sequences. Given 𝒮~all~, the set of all structural alignments between the sequences and a probability distribution *P*(𝒮) over the space of structural alignments, joint sampling seeks to determine a representative sample of structural alignments according to the distribution *P*(𝒮).

Structural alignment space and partition function
-------------------------------------------------

This work uses the space 𝒮~all~ of structural alignments and the corresponding pseudo-Boltzmann distribution that is considered in the PARTS algorithm ([@B25]). The corresponding formal definition of a structural alignment can be found in ([@B25],[@B26]). The key idea is illustrated in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows an example structural alignment between two tRNA sequences RD0260 from 'phage T5 virus' and RD0500 from *Haloferax volcanii* ([@B28]). Each of the colors in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} indicates a corresponding matched helical region ([@B25]) between the two structures and the corresponding regions in the secondary structures and the alignment. The commonality of the secondary structures is ensured by requiring that all base pairs in the structures are included in the matched helical regions, which is equivalent to the requirement that the fifth-level abstract RNA shapes are identical ([@B21]) for the two structures. The probability of a structural alignment 𝒮 as defined by the pseudo-Boltzmann distribution of structural alignments ([@B25]): where Δ*G*(𝒮) denotes the pseudo-free energy change of the structural alignment 𝒮. The Δ*G*(𝒮) combines scores for the common structures **S**~1~ and **S**~2~ for **x**~1~ and **x**~2~, respectively, and for alignment **A** in the structural alignment 𝒮. The commonality of structures is ensured by the fact that structural alignments are built with matched helical regions, which were rigorously defined previously ([@B25]). Specifically, in this work the pseudo-free energy change is computed as ([@B25]): where **S**~1~ and **S**~2~ represent the sets of base pairs in the first and second sequences, respectively. ϒ~1~ and ϒ~2~ correspond to the sets of unpaired bases in structures of respective sequences. The π~*p*~*q*~~(*r*, *s*) is precomputed base pairing probability of nucleotides at indices *r* and *s* in sequence *q*, and π~*u*~*q*~~(*r*) is the precomputed unpairing probability of nucleotide at index *r* in sequence *q*. **A** denotes an alignment between the two sequences and π~*a*~(*i*, *k*, *m*) is the precomputed probability of alignment state *m* at alignment position (*i*, *k*). The *m* denotes an alignment state taking one of three values depending, respectively, on whether *i* and *k* are aligned, *i* is an insertion in sequence 1, or *k* is an insertion in sequence 2. Figure 2.Structural alignment of RD0260 and RD0500. Colored rectangles indicate the nucleotides in matched helical regions ([@B25]). (**a**) Common secondary structures. (**b**) Sequence alignment.

Efficient sampling of pseudo-Boltzmann distribution
---------------------------------------------------

Explicit enumeration of *P*(𝒮) over all possible structural alignments is computationally infeasible because the number of possible structural alignments is large even for pairs of relatively short sequences, e.g. tRNAs. Efficient sampling of the distribution *P*(𝒮) can be achieved via an iterative sampling algorithm, which builds a structural alignment from basic building blocks termed 'structural alignment atoms' (SAAs). The SAAs represent the irreducible elements of structural alignments. The decomposition of a structural alignment into SAAs is illustrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which is described next in the context of joint sampling. Figure 3.Decomposition of a structural alignment of two hypothetical sequences into SAAs. (**a**) The structures of sequences **x**~1~ and **x**~2~. The bold lines represent the base pairing between nucleotides at corresponding indices. (**b**) The sequence alignment **A** between sequences. The aligned nucleotides are denoted by lines with double-headed arrows. A bold line in a sequence represents an insertion at the corresponding index in the other sequence. The dashed rectangles illustrate decomposition of the structural alignment into eight SAAs that are denoted by χ~*n*~(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*), *n* = 1, ... , 8, such that each dashed rectangle encloses the nucleotide indices whose pairing and alignment are defined by the respective SAA. For the SAA χ~3~(2, 9, 3, 9), the internal and external SAAs are illustrated in (**a**) by the arrows on left and in (**b**) by grouping of corresponding SAAs.

A structural alignment 𝒮 can be decomposed into a set of SAAs {χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*)}, where *i* and *j* denote nucleotide indices in **x**~1~ with *i* ≤ *j*, *k* and *l* denote nucleotide indices in **x**~2~ with *k* ≤ *l*. For each SAA χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*), in the alignment **A** in 𝒮, the nucleotide indices (*i* − 1) and *j* of **x**~1~, are *co-incident* respectively, with nucleotide indices (*k* − 1) and *l* of **x**~2~. Two nucleotide positions (one from each of the two sequences) are said to be co-incident if they are either aligned, or if one nucleotide position (from one of the sequences) occurs in an insertion in that sequence that begins at a nucleotide position aligned with the second nucleotide position (from the other sequence) ([@B10]). The χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*) represents one of following 11 possibilities of pairing and alignment of nucleotides at indices *i*, *j*, *k* and *l*: Insertion of paired nucleotides at *i* and *j*.Insertion of paired nucleotides at *k* and *l*.Alignment of paired nucleotides at *i* and *j* to paired nucleotides at *k* and *l*, respectively.Alignment of paired nucleotides at *i* and *j* to unpaired nucleotides at *k* and *l*, respectively.Alignment of unpaired nucleotides at *i* and *j* to paired nucleotides at *k* and *l*, respectively.Alignment of an unpaired nucleotide at *i* to an unpaired nucleotide at *k*.Alignment of an unpaired nucleotide at *j* to an unpaired nucleotide at *l*.Insertion of an unpaired nucleotide at *i*.Insertion of an unpaired nucleotide at *j*.Insertion of an unpaired nucleotide at *k*.Insertion of an unpaired nucleotide at *l*.

The SAAs represent all the possible base pairing and sequence alignment interactions between co-incident nucleotides in a structural alignment of two sequences.

The requirement for four indices to specify an SAA stems from the fact that the decomposition of a structural alignment utilizing SAAs involves tracking two pairs of co-incident subsequence indices that progress from outside to inside in a manner similar to the Cocke--Younger--Kasami algorithm for stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs) ([@B29]). In addition, the boundary conditions for co-incidence are handled appropriately in the decomposition. For example, when considering χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*) for *i* = 1 and *k* = 1, the sequence indices *i* − 1 = 0 and *k* − 1 = 0 are assumed to be co-incident.

The iterative joint sampling algorithm builds a structural alignment progressively by probabilistically generating the current SAA, χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*), according to the conditional distribution of SAAs in the pseudo-Boltzmann ensemble. The conditioning is predicated on the previously generated SAAs, 𝒮~ext~(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*), which are referred to as the set of 'external' SAAs. Thus the process first generates the external-most SAA in the structural alignment, χ(1, *N*~1~, 1, *N*~2~), and subsequently generates the 'internal' SAAs. Given an SAA χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*), the internal SAAs correspond to χ(*i*′, *j*′, *k*′, *l*′) such that *i* ≤ *i*′ \< *j*′ ≤ *j*, *k* ≤ *k*′ \< *l*′ ≤ *l* and external SAAs correspond to χ(*i*′, *j*′, *k*′, *l*′) such that *i*′ ≤ *i*, *j* ≤ *j*′, *k*′ ≤ *k*, *l* ≤ *l*′. The conditional probabilities, *P*(χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*)\|𝒮~ext~(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*)), are obtained with the PARTS partition function calculation, which provides the necessary normalization of the probabilities. The partition function is obtained efficiently via dynamic programming and careful attention is paid in order to ensure that each structural alignment is considered once and only once. The normalizations are accessible in the arrays calculated by the PARTS algorithm, described previously ([@B25]). Details of the actual implementation are available in the [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp276/DC1) included with the article.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a decomposition of a structural alignment of two hypothetical sequences into SAAs. The dashed rectangles in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the external to internal decomposition of the structural alignment into eight SAAs such that each dashed rectangle encloses the nucleotide indices whose pairing and alignment are defined by the respective SAA. The pairing and alignment of nucleotides as defined by each of eight SAAs is indicated below in the order, which they would be generated by the iterative sampling algorithm.χ~1~(1, 10, 1, 11): paired nucleotides at 1 and 10 in **x**~1~ are aligned to unpaired nucleotides at 1 and 11 in **x**~2~, respectively.χ~2~(2, 9, 2, 10): paired nucleotides at 2 and 10 in **x**~2~ are both inserted.χ~3~(2, 9, 3, 9): paired nucleotides at 2 and 9 in **x**~1~ are aligned to paired nucleotides at 3 and 9 in **x**~2~, respectivelyχ~4~(3, 8, 4, 8): paired nucleotides at 3 and 8 in **x**~1~ are aligned to paired nucleotides at 4 and 8 in **x**~2~, respectivelyχ~5~(4, 8, 5, 8): unpaired nucleotide at 4 in **x**~1~ is aligned to unpaired nucleotide at 5 in **x**~2~.χ~6~(5, 8, 6, 8): unpaired nucleotide at 5 in **x**~1~ is aligned to unpaired nucleotide at 6 in **x**~2~.χ~7~(6, 8, 7, 8): unpaired nucleotide at 6 in **x**~1~ is aligned to unpaired nucleotide at 7 in **x**~2~.χ~8~(7, 8, 8, 8): unpaired nucleotide at 7 in **x**~1~ is inserted.

The steps of iterative sampling are listed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm begins by computing the partition function and then by generating SAA χ(1, *N*~1~, 1, *N*~2~). Every consecutive iteration for generation of an SAA involves computation of the conditional probability distribution *P*(χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*)\|𝒮~ext~(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*)), followed by sampling of the distribution to obtain an SAA χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*). Then the indices *i*, *j*, *k*, *l* are updated based on the SAA χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*) such that the indices point to nucleotides whose pairing and alignment states are not yet established. The structures, **S**~1~ and **S**~2~, and sequence alignment **A** are updated according to the pairing and alignment of nucleotides as defined by χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*). Lastly, χ(*i*, *j*, *k*, *l*) is added to 𝒮~ext~. The algorithm terminates when the pairing and alignment of all the nucleotides in both sequences are defined by the SAAs generated. The structural alignment is formed by **S**~1~, **S**~2~ and **A**.![](gkp276i1.jpg)

For ease of descriptions and understanding, Algorithm 1 represents the simplified scenarios of structural alignments with only singly branched structures. The generation of structural alignments with multi-branched structures proceeds similarly by replicating the sampling for each branch and accounting for branching in structures when conditional probability distribution of SAAs is sampled. The computational complexity of iterative sampling algorithm is *O*(*N*^2^~1~ *N*^2^~2~) in the general multi-branched case. The details of the iterative sampling algorithm are included in the [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp276/DC1).

Clustering samples of structures and alignments
-----------------------------------------------

Given a sample of structural alignments generated by the iterative sampling algorithm, the sample sets of common secondary structures of each sequence and of sequence alignments are clustered individually using the 'diana' ([@B30]) algorithm from the R Statistical Computing Software Package ([@B31]). The 'diana' algorithm uses the base pair distance between structures or aligned position distance between sequence alignments while clustering a sample of structures or sequence alignments, respectively. For each sample, diana generates a 'dendrogram' that is used to obtain 20 different clusterings of the sample such that *k*-th clustering contains *k*-th clusters of the sample for 1 ≤ *k* ≤ 20. The optimal number of clusters *k*~opt~ is determined as the number of clusters that maximizes 'Calinski--Harabasz pseudo-f statistic' (CH Index) ([@B32]). Secondary structure and alignment predictions are then obtained from the clustering corresponding to the optimal number of clusters for the sample of structures and alignments, respectively. This is the same clustering procedure used for single sequences by Ding *et al*. ([@B27]). The details of the computation of CH Index and cluster centroid structures are presented in the [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp276/DC1).

Following the clustering, a representative structure or alignment, called the 'cluster centroid', is computed for each of the identified clusters using the method of Ding *et al*. ([@B27]). The centroid of a cluster is the structure or alignment, in the full ensemble of structures and alignments, that has the smallest average distance of base pairs or aligned positions, respectively, to all structures or alignments in the cluster. The centroid of the most populated cluster, the centroid of the sample set and the 'best' centroid that with the smallest distance to the known structure or alignment, serve as estimates of the structure or alignment and the accuracy of these estimates is evaluated. (Because the number of clusters is small, the best is representative of the performance when the cluster centroids are presented as alternate hypothesis for the structure or alignment). The sample of structures and alignments are also used to predict the probabilities of base pairing and alignment, which are employed as measures of confidence for the corresponding base pairing or nucleotide alignment in the centroid structures and alignments. The probabilities of base pairing and sequence alignment are estimated as the frequency of these events in the sample of structures and alignments.

Note that the distances between structures are in units of base pairs and the distances between alignments are in units of aligned positions. Because the distances in difference units are difficult to combine into a single meaningful distance between structural alignments, the samples of structures and alignments are clustered individually instead of clustering samples of structural alignments. The accuracy of structure or alignment prediction obtained through this individual clustering is also seen to be similar to that obtained by clustering structural alignments based on a naive distance function that sums up the distance in structures and alignments, despite their different units. It is worth noting that the independent clusterings of the sample of structures and the sample of alignments do not guarantee that a valid structural alignment will be produced.

Scoring predicted structures and alignments
-------------------------------------------

The accuracy of predicted centroid structures and alignments are reported in terms of sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV). The sensitivity is the fraction of known features correctly predicted. For structures, the features are base pairs and, for alignments, the features are aligned positions. The PPV is the fraction of predicted features that appear in the known structure or alignment. The number of correctly predicted base pairs is determined by counting the base pairs that match base pairs in the known structure with up to one nucleotide 'slippage' in one index ([@B33],[@B10]). A base pair between nucleotides at indices *i*, *j*, therefore, is considered correctly predicted if there is a base pair in the known structure between nucleotides at indices *i*, *j* or *i* + 1, *j* or *i*, *j* + 1 or *i* − 1, *j* or *i*, *j* − 1. Average sensitivities and PPVs are the means of the sensitivities and the PPVs obtained for the individual predictions over the chosen dataset, respectively.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

The performance of the joint sampling was compared with:The single sequence sampling method that samples the Boltzmann Distribution of structures of an RNA sequence ([@B19]) as implemented in the RNAstructure software package ([@B4]). The default options were used to run RNAstructure single sequence sampling.RNA Sampler ([@B24]), which is a method for predicting common structures of multiple RNA sequences based on iterative sampling of conserved helical regions in structures of all sequences. RNA Sampler was used with default options.RNAcast ([@B22]), which computes all the consensus shapes for multiple RNA sequences. RNAcast is used to compute all the consensus shreps ([@B21]) (shape representatives) with energies at most 40% above the energy of minimum free energy structures of the sequences (command line option '-c 40'). A 40% threshold was used because the method could not find consensus shapes for some of the sequences with threshold values \<40%.The maximum *a posteriori* (MAP) structure prediction by the PARTS algorithm ([@B25]).

The alignment prediction accuracy of joint sampling is compared with a sequence alignment hidden Markov model ([@B10]), and MAP alignment prediction from the PARTS algorithm. All methods are evaluated on datasets containing 2000 randomly chosen pairs of tRNA sequences from the Sprinzl tRNA Database ([@B28]), 2000 randomly chosen 5S rRNA sequences from the 5S Ribosomal RNA Database ([@B34]) and 40 randomly chosen pairs of RNase P sequences from the RNase P Database ([@B35]). The dataset is the same dataset that was utilized in benchmarking experiments performed in a previous paper ([@B25]), so results are directly comparable with previous benchmarks on Dynalign ([@B10]), FOLDALIGN ([@B12]), StemLoc ([@B13]), Consan ([@B14]), LocARNA ([@B36]) and single sequence structure prediction based on free energy minimization ([@B4]). The cluster analysis was performed on the generated sample of structures and sequence alignments obtained by generating 1000 samples via joint sampling.

The first benchmarks test the hypothesis that the structure space is significantly reduced by joint sampling as opposed to single sequence sampling due to the implicit comparative analysis in joint sampling. The average base pair distance between structures within a cluster is plotted against the number of clusters in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. For the number of clusters, *k*, in the plot, the average base pair distance between structures within the same cluster is computed for *k* = 1--20. The resulting average base pair distance value is a measure of dissimilarity of structures within same cluster for a given number of total clusters. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the dissimilarity of structures within a cluster is significantly lower for clusters generated by joint sampling as compared with clusters obtained by the single sequence sampling. Figure 4.Average within cluster base pair distance for clusters of sampled structures. (**a**) tRNA. (**b**) 5S rRNA. (**c**) RNase P.

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the structure prediction accuracy of joint sampling and single sequence sampling for ensemble centroids, largest cluster centroids, the best scoring centroid; prediction accuracy of shrep of minimum rank consensus shapes and accuracy of shrep that has lowest distance to known structure, i.e. best shrep, predicted by RNAcast; and structures predicted by RNA Sampler. Consistent with what was previously observed with single sequence sampling ([@B27]), the largest cluster centroid structure is more accurate, on average, than the PARTS MAP algorithm for the 5S rRNA dataset and it is marginally more accurate for the RNase P dataset in both sensitivity and PPV. On the tRNA dataset, the joint sampling is, on average, less accurate than the PARTS MAP algorithm. The largest cluster centroids from joint sampling are, on average, more accurate than the largest centroids from single sequence sampling and the minimum rank consensus shape representative structures computed by RNAcast. The biggest cluster centroid structures predicted by joint sampling are more accurate than structures predicted by RNA Sampler for the 5S rRNA and RNase P datasets and the methods have comparable accuracy over the tRNA dataset. Table 1.Prediction accuracy of structures generated by joint sampling and cluster analysis; single sequence sampling and cluster analysis; structures predicted by RNAcast and RNA Sampler; and structures in minimum pseudo-free energy structural alignment computed by PARTS MAP algorithm for tRNA, 5S rRNA and RNase P datasetsJoint samplingSingle samplingRNAcastPARTSBiggest clusterEnsembleBest clusterBiggest clusterEnsembleBest clusterMinimum rankBest shrepRNA samplerMAPSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVtRNA0.8080.8620.8060.8660.8350.8950.7160.6830.6990.7160.8570.8740.6600.6310.8660.8440.8240.8490.8250.8745S rRNA0.7370.7660.7360.7680.7540.7910.6420.6090.6190.6360.7480.7390.6930.6480.7860.7510.6640.7530.6900.742RNase P0.6310.7460.6300.7480.6400.7610.6130.6440.6000.6810.6670.735N/AN/AN/AN/A0.4620.6020.6270.746Overall accuracy0.7250.7910.7240.7940.7430.8160.6570.6450.6390.6780.7570.783N/AN/AN/AN/A0.6500.7350.7140.787[^1]

The effect of the sample size in stochastic sampling was investigated by generating 10 different samples of 1000 structures for all sequences in the tRNA dataset by the proposed joint sampling method and evaluating the variability in the average accuracy of the biggest cluster centroid structures in each sample. Over the 10 different stochastic sampling instantiations, the biggest cluster centroid had an average sensitivity of 0.808 and a standard deviation of 1.84 × 10^−4^. The corresponding PPV numbers were 0.862 and 1.87 × 10^−4^, respectively. The low standard deviations indicate that the chosen sample size is adequate and the stochastic nature of the sampling introduces the negligible variability in the reported numerical results.

The ensemble centroid structure, a representative structure for the whole sample, is marginally higher in PPV and lower in sensitivity as compared to the biggest cluster centroid structures for both joint sampling and single sequence sampling. This is an expected result because the ensemble centroid structure contains the base pairs that are found in most structures within the sample, therefore, the ensemble centroid tends to include fewer base pairs that are more likely to be correctly predicted than cluster centroids ([@B37]).

The best cluster centroid, which represents the most accurate possible prediction from among all of the identified clusters, is more accurate than MAP structure prediction of PARTS and comparable with the best cluster centroid structure of single sequence sampling for all three datasets. It is also comparable with the accuracy of the best shape representative among all the shapes computed by RNAcast on tRNA and 5S rRNA datasets. This structure, however, can only be determined by knowing the actual structure. The average number of clusters identified for each dataset is shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for the sampling methods (averaged over the number of clusters determined for each sequence). It can be seen that the clustering methods provide a relatively small number of clusters and therefore a small number of alternatives for predicted structures. Furthermore, the number of clusters generated by stochastic sampling is also smaller than the average number of consensus shapes computed by RNAcast, which is also included in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2.Average number of clusters of structures identified by the cluster analysis for joint and single sequence sampling methods and number of consensus shapes computed by RNAcast over tRNA, 5S rRNA and RNase P datasetstRNA5S rRNARNase PJoint sampling6.864.053.21Single sampling4.624.042.85RNAcast9.1578.31N/A

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the alignment prediction accuracy for the joint sampling, for the lowest pseudo-free energy structural alignment estimate as computed by PARTS MAP algorithm ([@B25]), and the most likely alignment that is predicted by the alignment hidden Markov model. The biggest cluster centroid alignment is more accurate compared with the sequence alignment computed by the hidden Markov model and the sequence alignment predicted by PARTS. The ensemble centroid alignment has the same sensitivity as the largest cluster centroid and slightly higher PPV. The best cluster centroid is the most accurate compared with all other methods; note again that the best is chosen from a relatively small set of candidate centroids. Table 3.Prediction accuracies of alignments generated by joint sampling and cluster analysis, the alignments in the minimum pseudo-free energy structural alignment as predicted by PARTS MAP algorithm (denoted by 'PARTS MAP') and the ML sequence alignment computed by sequence alignment hidden Markov model (denoted by 'pHMM')Biggest clusterEnsembleBest clusterPARTS MAPpHMMSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVSensitivityPPVtRNA0.8570.8560.8570.8580.8810.8810.8430.8470.7940.7875S rRNA0.9400.9460.9400.9470.9510.9570.9250.9320.9060.902RNase P0.7440.7200.7440.7210.7530.7290.7430.7050.7430.703Overall0.8470.8410.8470.8420.8620.8560.8370.8280.8140.797[^2]

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the plot of PPV versus sensitivity of base pairs whose estimated probabilities, obtained by joint sampling or the single sequence sampling, are higher than a chosen threshold. The threshold is incremented from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.001 to obtain a corresponding plot in each case. In each plot, the top-right corner corresponds to perfect prediction of base pairs, i.e. both sensitivity and PPV of 100%. The plots for joint sampling are closer to the top-right corner than plots for single sequence sampling. The sensitivity and PPV of base pairs with estimated posterior probability of base pairing greater than 0.50 is marked in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} with a diamond on each curve in the plots. Points on the plots lying to the left of the diamonds correspond to threshold probabilities \>0.50 and points lying to the right of the diamonds corresponds to the threshold \<0.50. The base pairings predicted in the former region are guaranteed to form valid secondary structures whereas in the latter region the predicted base pairs may not necessarily form valid structures because a threshold \<0.50 may predict that a single nucleotide index pairs with two different positions. Figure 5.Plot of sensitivity versus PPV of paired bases with estimated pairing probability (by joint and single sequence sampling methods) greater than a probability threshold while threshold probability ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. The diamonds on each curve denote the sensitivity and PPV values when the threshold probability is 0.50. (**a**) tRNA. (**b**) 5S rRNA. (**c**) RNase P.

[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the plot of PPV versus sensitivity of aligned positions obtained in a manner analogous to [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. For a threshold ranging form 0.0 to 1.0, the aligned positions predicted with a probability higher than the threshold are used to compute PPV and sensitivity resulting in a corresponding point on the PPV versus sensitivity plot. As threshold is swept over the range in increments of 0.001, the sequence of points creates a corresponding curve. The tRNA, 5S rRNA and RNase P datasets are used in this process and sequence pairs in tRNA and 5S rRNA datasets are stratified with respect to sequence similarity between 20% and 100%. (The RNase P dataset was not large enough to allow similar stratification). The plots in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} show that estimates of posterior probabilities of aligned positions obtained via joint sampling are more accurate than those obtained from the hidden Markov model. This is because, when predicting sequence alignment, joint sampling uses the information in the commonality of structures (in addition to sequence data) and is therefore more accurate than the hidden Markov model which uses sequence data alone. In [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, as in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the markers indicate the point at which the threshold is 0.5. Therefore, points to the right of the diamonds may not correspond to valid sequence alignments. Figure 6.Sensitivity versus PPV of aligned nucleotide positions with posterior probability of alignment (as computed by joint sampling and pHMM methods) greater than a threshold probability while threshold probability ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 for (a) tRNA, (b) 5S rRNA, and (c) RNase P datasets. The sequence pairs in tRNA and 5S rRNA datasets are stratified by sequence similarity ranging from 20% to 100% and corresponding results are plotted in (**a**) and (**b**). The average pairwise identity for tRNA dataset is 0.496, 5S rRNA dataset is 0.641 and RNase P dataset is 0.528. A marker on a curve denotes the accuracy of aligned positions when threshold probability is 0.50.

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the maximum, minimum and average runtime for each method over the timing datasets. The run time requirements for each method increase with increasing average length of the dataset: lowest for tRNAs (average length 77.1 nt), higher for 5S rRNAs (average length 119.4 nt) and the highest for RNase P dataset (average length 345.9 nt). The results indicate that joint sampling requires considerably longer run time than other methods. It is worth noting that RNAcast required more memory than the 8 GB on the test system while running timing experiments over RNase P dataset. Therefore the entries in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} for RNAcast are set to 'N/A' for RNase P dataset. Table 4.Run time statistics of four methods over 100 random tRNA pairs, 100 random 5S rRNA pairs and 40 RNase P pairs.tRNA5S rRNARNase PMinMaxAvgMinMaxAvgMinMaxAvgJoint sampling1.1758.5910.813.0530.348.5216562 9707597.4Single sampling0.240.730.3520.501.591.005.5927.6812.47RNAcast0.040.290.1210.413.431.67N/AN/AN/ARNA sampler0.201.210.6290.773.051.5827.43145.7865.21[^3]

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

The centroid of the most populated cluster for structures and sequence alignments computed from samples generated by joint sampling are on average more accurate than those of single sequence sampling and ML sequence alignments computed by the hidden Markov model, respectively. This result shows that utilizing the common structure constraints to decrease the search space improves the quality of the generated samples of structures and alignments. An example illustrating the advantage of using joint sampling over single sequence sampling is shown in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} for tRNA sequences RI8560 from *Lupinus luteus* and RK5230 from *Codium fragile*. The figure shows the centroids of the most populated clusters computed from a sample of 1000 structures generated by single sequence sampling separately for each sequence and from a sample of 1000 common structures of the sequences generated by joint sampling. For both sequences, the computed centroids for joint sampling are substantially more accurate in terms of sensitivity and PPV than the centroids for single sequence sampling. This illustrates that joint sampling benefits from the implicit comparative analysis between the two sequences in the (joint) stochastic sampling process. Figure 7.The biggest cluster centroid structures of tRNA sequences RI8560 and RK5230 computed from sample of 1000 structures generated by single sequence sampling and joint sampling. (**a**) Known structures of each sequence. (**b**) Centroid of the most populated cluster for single sequence sampling. (**c**) Centroids of the most populated cluster for joint sampling of the sequences. The sensitivity and PPV of each centroid is shown by "Sens" and "PPV" respectively below the structure.

The average accuracy of the most populated cluster centroid structures predicted by joint sampling is comparable with the accuracy of MAP structure estimations from the PARTS algorithm. Furthermore, the centroid sequence alignments predicted by joint sampling are marginally better than the MAP sequence alignment estimates from the PARTS algorithm. The comparable performance of joint sampling and the PARTS algorithm can be explained by the fact that both methods work on exactly the same search space for estimating common structures and sequence alignments.

As shown in the Results section, the centroid structure of the best cluster is on average comparable with the single sequence sampling method and is more accurate than the other methods. Although it is not possible to determine the best cluster in a structure prediction problem without more information, the user can be presented with all of the cluster centroids because there are on average only a few total identified clusters, as shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The alternative structures provided by the set of cluster centroids could prove especially useful when additional experimental data are available to choose the correct conformation. A number of low-resolution structure mapping methods are available in ([@B38]--[@B41]).

The performance of joint sampling is affected by the factors related to the partition function computations underlying the joint sampling. The precomputed probabilities of pairing, unpairing and alignment in the pseudo-free energy formulations are assumed to be independent of each other in order to decrease computational complexity. This assumption is fundamentally not true, but is shown by the quality of results to be at least reasonable with current computing constraints. In particular, it is observed that the independence approximation has detrimental effects on prediction of base pairs or alignment positions that are close to each other in the structure or alignment, respectively. For example, it is known that partition function computations utilizing pseudo-free energy tends to overestimate the probabilities of base pairs in long helices because of this approximation ([@B25]). To alleviate the effects of dependence, the computation of pseudo-free energy can be reformulated utilizing the conditional probabilities of base pairs as explained in ([@B42]) instead of posterior probabilities of base pairs. The reformulation, however, would significantly increase the complexity of the partition function computations in the PARTS algorithm and complexity of the joint sampling and is therefore deferred to future work.

Another limitation of joint sampling is that the partition function is computed over structural alignment space of two sequences, which limits the number of sequences that joint sampling can handle. Although the accuracy benchmarking is performed with pairs of sequences as input, RNA Sampler and RNAcast can use more than two sequences for common structure prediction, thereby improving the accuracy of these methods. The extension of joint sampling to multiple sequences requires computation of a partition function over the structural alignment space of multiple sequences, which is challenging because of high computation and memory complexity. Heuristic methods that progressively use pairwise computations for more than two sequences ([@B29]) may, however, be developed based on the proposed joint sampling method.

Finally, it is worth noting that the sensitivities and PPV\'s predicted are all \<90% for all of the methods benchmarked, including the best cluster method which, represents the most optimistic result from a small number of alternatives. For RNase P, the sensitivity is limited by the fact that ∼14% of the base pairs lie in pseudoknots, which are not included in the predictions. Several other factors also contribute to the limited accuracy observed over other RNA families. In particular, the thermodynamic models are known to have limited accuracy because of non-nearest neighbor effects and because they are based on a limited number of experiments. Further refinements of the models from either knowledge-based approaches ([@B6]) or further experiments are likely to yield improved structure prediction accuracies ([@B43]--[@B45]).
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[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp276/DC1) is available at NAR Online.
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[^1]: The joint sampling and single sequence sampling algorithms were used to generate 1000 structures of tRNA and rRNA sequences and 5000 structures for RNase P dataset. Biggest cluster, accuracy of centroid structure of biggest cluster generated by cluster analysis; Ensemble, the centroid structure of the whole sample set, Best cluster, accuracy of cluster centroid that has the smallest base pair distance to the known structure; Minimum rank, accuracy of shape representative in the minimum rank consensus shape computed by RNAcast; Best shrep, accuracy of the shrep (shape representative) that has the smallest distance to known structure among all shreps predicted by RNAcast within 40% energy interval above energy of minimum free energy for the corresponding sequence; PARTS MAP, accuracy of structures in the minimum pseudo-free energy structural alignment computed by PARTS algorithm; Overall accuracy, the average accuracy of the methods over all the datasets; N/A, cases where RNAcast required more memory than available on the system. The experiments are performed on a system with 8 GB of main memory running Fedora Core 5.

[^2]: The sequence families are denoted on the rows and prediction accuracy of Biggest cluster centroid, Ensemble centroid, Best cluster centroid, PARTS MAP and pHMM (pairwise hidden Markov model) are denoted on columns.

[^3]: Min, minimum running time; Max, maximum running time; Avg, average running time in seconds.
